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Abstract 

   The study aims identifying the legal situation of the real states property in 

Palestine  (West Bank ) under the Israeli military orders . The analytical method 

has been used in almost of the study parts by analyzing the rules of the  Israeli  

military orders about the real state  property in Palestine . This method was used 

due to the lack of  studies and references   in the legal library . 

 In order to complete the study , it was necessary to depend on the historical 

origin of the military orders such as the Jordanian ,Othomani and English ones . 

Also, the researcher found severe difficulty in reinforcing his legal study from the 

decision of Jordanian Supreme Court because of its responsibility after the Israeli 

occupation of the West Bank and the Palestinian one which was responsible about 

the territories classified ( C ) after Oslo Agreements , but the Israeli law still rule 



which makes it impossible to achieve its decrees in most times  as a result of  both 

the political and security status, and the direct legal  disconnection between the 

Palestinian citizens and the Israeli legal authorities .  

 The study clarifies that the legal situation of the real estate property in 

Palestine varies from others in the independent countries because of the Israeli 

occupation which has created a strange and unique legal range in order to dominate 

the land and facilitate the settlement procedures . 

 For achieving the study purpose, the study has been divided into five 

chapters . The first one includes the introduction which is about a historical 

background of the legal situations of the Palestinian lands , the importance of study 

and its hypotheses .  

  Chapter two summarizes the real states properties in the West Bank under 

the Othmani and English laws . 

 Chapter three discussed the real estate  properties in West Bank under the 

Jordanian reign and the Israeli occupation . The researcher mentioned  the political 

situation of the West Bank under the Jordanian reign  and the  legal situation of the 

real estate  property in the West Bank .  

 Chapter four based on the previous one to  analyze the Israeli military orders 

about the real states properties under the Palestinian Authority . Although the small 

facts of the study about this period which didn't add anything new in the recent 

legal situation  under the Israeli military orders . 

 Finally , the researcher discussed the Palestinian Authority stage to come up 

with the conclusion of the ineffective role of the P.A in this domain as due to the 

prejudicial agreements ( Oslo Agreements ) which give the Israeli Everything and 

on the contrary ban the Palestinian from their rights .

 


